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Perfection is in our DNA. It’s a never-ending quest. We are driven to 
deliver and inspired by the elite sporting culture we inhabit. We’ve refi ned 
our manufacturing techniques, discovered new fabrics, improved our 
designs and sought out extra performance where seemingly none 
existed before. Our philosophy is based on the four pillars of Fit, 
Performance, Comfort and Durability. Every garment is engineered to 
our highest standards. Designed for cyclists of any level. For those 

competing at the highest level, to those who do it purely for the sense 
of freedom that cycling provides. Santini is for those who value passion 
and appreciate attention to detail. For those who want to feel that 
rich heritage of cycling history wrapped up in a single garment. We’ll 
do what it takes to enable you to ride faster, further and longer, in 
unmatched style and comfort, while feeling that same burning passion 
that drives us to be the best. The best we can be.



FOUR PROMISES DEFINE EACH 
AND EVERY SANTINI GARMENT

Honesty. That’s what makes Santini special. All our collection 
garments have been produced in Italy since 1965.
We invest extensively in R&D to find fabrics and production 
techniques that will create a better cycling experience. 
We design every garment ourselves to fulfill our four brand 
promises - Fit, Performance, Comfort and Durability. So when you 
buy Santini, you’re buying a guarantee that each garment will fulfill
its purpose for a lifetime of use. Whether that’s keeping you warm 
and dry in winter training, or cool, comfortable and aerodynamic 
while the summer racing.

That is our passion. This is our promise.

FIT. 
“We feel that great cycle clothing should fit so well that 

you don’t even notice it,” Monica Santini, Santini CEO.
At Santini we strive to create garments that fit like a 

“second skin”, it is what we are best known for.

DURABILITY. 
Santini Cycling Wear is Made in Italy by our highly skilled 

production staff with the highest quality materials.
Each garment undergoes vigorous quality controls and 

will last a lifetime.

PERFORMANCE. 
Santini is a technology pioneer and pro supplier. From 

our world class chamois technology to our materials 
research, our aim is to make sure that every Santini 

product provides you with maximum performance in the 
saddle.

COMFORT.
Each garment is in engineered to provide unsurpassed 

comfort in the saddle, from the materials selected to the 
strategic placement of each seam.

Why choose SANTINI
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INDEX

10 Redux s/s trisuit

12 Redux trisuit

14 Sleek 777 trisuit

16 Sleek 775 trisuit

18 Sleek 775 two piece

20 Scuba swimsuit

Unrivaled performance and comfort in the saddle, on land, 
and in the water.
Our advanced triathlon clothing is engineered to perform at the 
highest level. We work with elite triathletes and Ironman World 
Champions to develop clothing that performs perfectly in the 
demanding conditions that professional triathlon presents. 
aerodynamic cuts, durable water resistant materials and 
triathlon specific chamois are some of the advanced features 
of our cutting edge Triathlon clothing.

Challenge yourself.

MEN’S COLLECTION 
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+18/+35 UPF +50

This aero engineered short sleeve trisuit is constructed with a special combination of performance fabrics to achieve a tailored-fi t.  Built to perform at its best during the 
bike section, this trisuit will fi t so well you will forget you are wearing it. The upper section is made of the new Prey Cool fabric, lightweight, extremely aerodynamic and 
UV resistant (UPF 50+) with elasticated Flow inserts. An engineered rough surface of the fabric is used in the point of delamination of the airfl ow to reduce drag.  The 
perfect shape is maintained by elastic leg grippers with honeycomb silicon grips on the inside of the legs and the thermo-welded cuffs.  The legs are made from Fitter, a 
special fabric designed to reduce muscle stress thanks to its slightly compressive effect helping you perform at your best from start to fi nish.Double rear poket with side 
opening.  Featuring our GTR chamois, designed specifi cally for triathlon events. It has a silicone gel core with strong anti-shock properties, covered with a thin fabric shield. 
It weighs just 42g and doesn’t absorb water - so it doesn’t grow in dimension or weight during the swim or cause irritation in the ride. Plus an antibacterial and anti-irritation 
microfi bre layer in contact with the skin that ensures maximum comfort on the saddle.

Get an edge on the bike leg

REDUX S/S TRISUIT 
CODE: S9 774 GTR REDUX 

AERO DESIGN
Stretch woven fabrics and thermo-welded 
cuffs engineered to reduce drag and 
increase aerodynamics

ADVANCED TRIATHLON ENGINEERING
Made from a combination of extremely 
lightweight, fast drying and UV resistant 
(UPD 50+) fabrics

NON-ABSORBENT CHAMOIS
GTR chamois with gel core for comfort 
without water-absorbance

SUGGESTED FOR LONG
DISTANCE TRIATHLONS

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

HYDRODYNAMICS
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+18/+35 UPF +50SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

AERO DESIGN
Aerodynamic construction thanks to the 
stretch woven fabrics engineered to reduce 
drag in water and trough the air

ADVANCED TRIATHLON ENGINEERING
Made from a combination of extremely 
lightweight, fast drying and UV resistant 
(UPF 50+) fabrics

NON-ABSORBENT CHAMOIS
GTR chamois with gel core for comfort 
without water-absorbance

This super aerodynamic trisuit is constructed with a special combination of performance fabrics to achieve a tailored-fi t. The perfect shape is maintained by our new elastic 
leg grippers with honeycomb silicon grips on the inside of the legs. The ITU standard back zipper with cam lock makes it easy to wear and ensure the zip stays closed and 
the suit fi ts fl awlessly while on the move. The upper section is made of Prey Cool fabric, lightweight, extremely aerodynamic and UV resistant (UPF 50+) with Flow inserts. 
An engineered rough surface of the fabric is used in the point of delamination of the airfl ow to reduce drag. Wind tunnel tested and race proven. The legs are made from 
Fitter, a special fabric designed to reduce muscle stress thanks to its slightly compressive effect helping you perform at your best from start to fi nish. Designed specifi cally 
for triathlon events, the GTR chamois has a silicone gel core with strong anti-shock properties, covered with a thin fabric shield. It weighs just 42g and doesn’t absorb 
water - so it doesn’t grow in dimension or weight during the swim or cause irritation on the ride. Plus an antibacterial and anti-irritation microfi bre layer in contact with the 
skin that ensures maximum comfort on the saddle.

Cut through the air

REDUX TRISUIT
CODE: S9 770 GTR REDUX  

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

HYDRODYNAMICS

SUGGESTED FOR SHORT
DISTANCE TRIATHLONS
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CUSTOMIZABLE

+18/+35SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

AERO ENGINEERING
Anatomical design for a great fi t to improve 
your performance

ADDED VENTILATION
Mesh sleeves and side inserts for increased 
breathability

EXTRA STORAGE
Special invisble pockets with side opening 
for gels or energy bars

The Sleek 777 trisuit is anatomically cut, constructed with the exclusive Acquazero light fabric by Sitip with elasticated mesh inserts on sleeves and sides for better 
ventilation. Front zip with cam lock allows great fi t and comfort. Extremely fast drying for improved bike performance. Lightweight, UVA and UVB rays resistant and 
completely breathable to keep you cool during the run. Raw cut, anti-sliding elasticated arm and leg cuffs cover the muscles like a second skin. Anti-abrasion stitching avoids 
discomfort. Special invisible pockets with side opening for gels or energy bars. The GTR chamois has a silicone gel core with strong anti-shock properties, covered with a 
thin fabric shield. It weighs just 42g and doesn’t absorb water - so it doesn’t grow in dimension or weight during the swim or cause irritation in the ride. Plus an antibacterial 
and anti-irritation microfi bre layer in contact with the skin that ensures maximum comfort on the saddle.  

The trisuit with no substitute

SLEEK 777 S/S TRISUIT
CODE: S9 777 GTR SLK

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

HYDRODYNAMICS

SUGGESTED FOR LONG
DISTANCE TRIATHLONS



SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

AERO DESIGN
Anatomical design glides trough the water 
and the air

FAST SWIN, QUICK DRYING
Exclusive Acquazero fabric, repels water 
and dries fast

NON-ABSORBENT CHAMOIS
GTR chamois with gel core for comfort 
without water-absorbance

AZ

AF

The Sleek 777 trisuit is anatomically cut, constructed with the exclusive Acquazero light fabric by Sitip with elasticated mesh inserts on sleeves and sides for better 
ventilation. Front zip with cam lock allows great fi t and comfort. Extremely fast drying for improved bike performance. Lightweight, UVA and UVB rays resistant and 
completely breathable to keep you cool during the run. Raw cut, anti-sliding elasticated arm and leg cuffs cover the muscles like a second skin. Anti-abrasion stitching avoids 
discomfort. Special invisible pockets with side opening for gels or energy bars. The GTR chamois has a silicone gel core with strong anti-shock properties, covered with a 
thin fabric shield. It weighs just 42g and doesn’t absorb water - so it doesn’t grow in dimension or weight during the swim or cause irritation in the ride. Plus an antibacterial 
and anti-irritation microfi bre layer in contact with the skin that ensures maximum comfort on the saddle.

For a leg up on the swim leg

SLEEK 775 TRISUIT
CODE: S9 775 GTR SLK

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

HYDRODYNAMICS
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CUSTOMIZABLE

+18/+35

SUGGESTED FOR SHORT
DISTANCE TRIATHLONS

SUGGESTED FOR SHORT
DISTANCE TRIATHLONS
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AF AF

For all the triathletes who prefer to wear a two piece, we offer our new Sleek two piece, for great performances in long distance triathlon. The top is anatomically cut, built 
from compact Monica Light and Acquazero treated for fast drying, and mesh sides for extra breathability. Aero fi t and anti-abrasion stitching with two rear pockets for bars 
and gels. The shorts feature raw-cut, anti-sliding elasticated leg cuffs, mesh breathable sides and a zipped back pocket.
Plus an antibacterial and anti-irritation microfi bre layer in contact with the skin that ensures maximum comfort on the saddle.

Two-piece for double the comfort

SLEEK 775 TWO PIECE
CODE: S9 63 GLL SLK CODE: S9 70 GTR SLK

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

PERFECT FIT 
For great performances in long distance 
triathlon

NON-ABSORBENT CHAMOIS
GTR chaois with gel core for comfort without 
water-absorbance

COMFORT AND PERFORMANCE
For all the triathletes who prefer to wear a 
two piece

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

HYDRODYNAMICS

QUICK DRYING
Acaquazero-treated fabric repels water and 
allows for quick drying 

SECURE STORAGE
Back pocket to store everything you need

AERO DESIGN
Cut strategically to follow your body’s 
contours

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

HYDRODYNAMICS

TRI TOP TRI SHORTS
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CUSTOMIZABLE
AF

CODE: S9 1401 -- SCUBA

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

Train with increased intensity

SCUBA SWIMSUIT

PURE COMFORT
Ergonomic design and unrestricted freedom 
of movement

ACQUAZERO
High stretch chlorine resistant and water 
guard treatment

HIGHLY DURABLE
Made in Italy with high quality italian made 
Monica fabric

Our Scuba drawstring 7cm swimming brief offers total freedom on movement and is perfect for intense swim training. Made from our incredibly durable, chlorine resistant 
and fastdrying Monica Acquazero fabric. Ergonomically designed to fit the male anatomy without tightness or restriction, it features an internal lining for added hygiene and 
comfort. Monica Acquazero fabric is more fade-resistant than other fabrics, enabling it to withstand everything your energetic swim session throw at it. 

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

CHLORINE RESISTANT

HYDRODYNAMICS

SUGGESTED
FOR TRAINING
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WOMEN’S COLLECTION

INDEX

24 Redux trisuit

26 Sleek 776 trisuit

28 Sleek 775 two piece

30 Ariel swimsuit

Form-fitting collection of high-performance triathlon garments 
for high-performing athletes on land and sea.
Our triathlon collection for women is engineered to perform at 
the highest level and to fit perfectly all body-types. Comfort is 
guaranteed from swim to run. 
Our tri designs follow the latest trends in terms of colours and 
patterns, so you can perform at your best and tri in style.

Tri harder!

T R I 19
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+18/+35

AERO ENGINEERING
Aerodynamic construction thanks to the 
stretch woven fabrics engineered to reduce 
drag in water and trough the air

FAST DRYING AND UV RESISTANT 
Made from a combination of extremely 
lightweight, fast drying and UV resistant 
(UPF 50+) fabrics

NON-ABSORBENT CHAMOIS
GTR chamois with gel core for comfort 
without water-absorbance

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

This highly aerodynamic trisuit is constructed with an optimal combination of performance fabrics to achieve a tailored-fi t. The shape is maintained by elastic leg grippers 
with honeycomb silicon grips on the inside of the legs. The ITU standard back zipper with cam lock makes it easy to wear and ensure the zip stays closed and the suit fi ts 
fl awlessly while on the move. Easy to wear for long hours in the saddle, the upper section is made of Prey fabric, lightweight, extremely aerodynamic and UV resistant (UPF 
50+) with Flow inserts. An engineered rough surface of the fabric is used in the point of delamination of the airfl ow to reduce drag. The legs are made from Fitter, a special 
fabric designed to reduce muscle stress thanks to its slightly compressive effect helping you perform at your best from start to fi nish. Designed specifi cally for triathlon 
events, the GTR chamois has a silicone gel core with strong anti-shock properties, covered with a thin fabric shield. It weighs just 42g and doesn’t absorb water - so it 
doesn’t grow in dimension or weight during the swim or cause irritation in the ride. Plus an antibacterial and anti-irritation microfi bre layer in contact with the skin that 
ensures maximum comfort on the saddle, even for ultra-endurance events.

The tried and tested tri solution

REDUX TRISUIT
CODE: S9 771 GTR REDUX

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

HYDRODYNAMICS

SUGGESTED FOR LONG
DISTANCE TRIATHLONS
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CUSTOMIZABLE

+18/+35SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

SWIM FAST, DRY QUICK
Exclusive Acquazero fabric, repels water 
and dries fast

NEW CUSTOMIZABLE FIT SYSTEM
Adjust the fi t of the upper body to your 
needs with our special closure system

NON-ABSORBENT CHAMOIS
GTR chamois with gel core for comfort 
without water-absorbance

The Sleek 776 trisuit is anatomically cut to complement the female form. Constructed with the exclusive Acquazero light fabric by Sitip for optimal performance during the 
swim session. Featuring open back, internal front lining for extra covering and a special closure system with a bra like hook to adjust the suit to your curves.
Extremely fast drying for improved bike performance. Lightweight, UVA and UVB rays resistant and completely breathable to keep you cool during the run. Raw cut elastic 
leg grippers with honeycomb silicon grips on the inside of the legs cover the muscles like a second skin without constraining. Anti-abrasion stitching avoids discomfort. 
Extremely comfortable and easy to wear thanks to the hook closure on the back, which closes and can be adjusted to your curves like a bra.
The GTR chamois has a silicone gel core with strong anti-shock properties,covered with a thin fabric shield. It weighs just 42g and doesn’t absorb water so it doesn’t grow 
in dimension or weight during the swim or cause irritation in the ride, and is discreet in the run. Plus an antibacterial and anti-irritation microfi bre layer in contact with the 
skin that ensures maximum comfort on the saddle, even for ultra-endurance events.

Sleek tri comfort

SLEEK 776 TRISUIT
CODE: S9 776 GTR SLK

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

HYDRODYNAMICS

SUGGESTED FOR SHORT
DISTANCE TRIATHLONS



SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL
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BABA

AC AC

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

FAST SWIM, QUICK DRYING 
Acquazero treated fabric repels water and 
allows for quick drying

ERGONIMIC CUT
Anatomically cut, built from compact 
Monica Light fabric

COMFORT AND PERFORMANCE
Aero fi t and anti-abrasin stitching

For all the triathletes who prefer to wear a two piece, we offer our Sleek two piece, for great performances in long distance triathlon. 
The top is natomically cut, built from compact Monica Light and Acquazero treated for fast drying, and mesh sides for extra breathability. Aero fi t and anti-abrasion stitching 
with two rear pockets for bars and gels.
The shorts feature raw-cut elastic leg grippers with honeycomb silicon grips on the inside of the legs, mesh breathable sides and a zipped back pocket. The GTR chamois 
has a silicone gel core with anti-shock properties, covered with a thin fabric shield. It weighs just 42g and doesn’t absorb water- so it doesn’t grow in dimension or weight 
during the swim or cause irritation in the ride. Plus an antibacterial and anti-irritation microfi bre layer in contact with the skin that ensures maximum comfort on the saddle.

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

HYDRODYNAMICS

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

HYDRODYNAMICS

PERFECT FIT 
For great performances in long distance 
triathlon

NON-ABSORBENT CHAMOIS
GTR chaois with gel core for comfort without 
water-absorbance

COMFORT AND PERFORMANCE
For all the triathletes who prefer to wear a 
two piece

SUGGESTED FOR LONG
DISTANCE TRIATHLONS

Two-piece for double the comfort

SLEEK 775 TWO PIECE
CODE: S9 65 GLL SLK CODE: S9 68 GTR SLKTRI TOP TRI SHORTS
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+18/+35

CUSTOMIZABLE BA

AZ

SUGGESTED
FOR TRAINING

CODE: S9 1400 -- ARIEL

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

Glide through the water

ARIEL SWIMSUIT

PURE COMFORT
Ergonomic design and unrestricted freedom 
of movement

ACQUAZERO
High stretch chlorine resistant and water-
guard treatment

HIGHLY DURABLE
Made in Italy with high quality Italian made 
Monica fabric

Our Scuba drawstring 7cm swimming brief offers total freedom on movement and is perfect for intense swim training. Made from our incredibly durable, chlorine resistant 
and fastdrying Monica Acquazero fabric. Ergonomically designed to fit the male anatomy without tightness or restriction, it features an internal lining for added hygiene and 
comfort. Monica Acquazero fabric is more fade-resistant than other fabrics, enabling it to withstand everything your energetic swim session throw at it. 

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

HYDRODYNAMICS



TECHNICAL FEATURES 

ACQUAZERO TREATMENT
Sitip’s ACQUAZERO treatment makes fabric reliably water-resistant (ISO 29865 certified) for the first 60 minutes of use without 
compromising comfort, elasticity, softness, or warmth. It also ensures maximum breathability, makes the fabric UV and 
chlorineresistant, and guarantees excellent durability after repeated uses and laundering.

FLAT STITCHINGS
We work together with some of the fastest riders in the world to create and refine the most aerodynamic performance clothing 
on the market and our top range garments use the most advanced technologies. The evolution has allowed the adoption of flat 
“seams” made with cutting-edge technologies where the materials are joined and coupled without the use of wires.

ZIP CAM-LOCK
All the zippers we employ feature a cam lock zip closure. This technology protects you from pulling down your zipper 
inadvertently. When the pull is down it locks the zipper in place, to open the zipper simply raise the pull and unzip (or zip).

MUSCLE COMPRESSION
Many of our garment’s fabrics offer a gradual compression that helps muscle recovery by facilitating the passage of oxygen 
into the blood of the legs and thus increasing muscle stability and improving pedaling efficiency.

FAST DRY
All our garments have a high level of ventilation because it is extremely important to grant the highest breathability level during 
the ride. All our fabrics helps to keep you dry during your trainings and races in every weather condition.

UV PROTECTION
Most of the fabrics we use for our summer garments have a high UVA/UVB (UPF 50+) resistance to protect your skin while 
ensuring comfort and breathability.
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We design for the most demanding riders on the planet. They judge our clothing based on 
fit, performance, comfort and durability. The fabric is the critical component that gives us the 
edge. We source and develop fabrics and fibres with specific qualities, such as breathability 
or insulation, and combine them in advanced ways to enhance their performance. We use 
special coatings and treatments to create garments that perform at the highest level in a 
range of climates and conditions. Our aim is to provide every rider  with the same features 
and benefits we give our professional teams. Performance without limitation.
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PADDINGS

NOTE: For technical or commercial reasons, Santini reserve the right to make changes at any time to the design and features of the garments in this catalogue.
Due to the limitations of print media the actual colours of garments and products in this catalogue can in some cases differ slightly in reality

COLOURS

BR

BORDEAUX

BA

AIRY
BLUE

AZ

LIGHT
BLUE

AC

ACQUA
BLUE

AF

FLASHY
ORANGE

RS

RED

ICONS

GENERAL INFO

GTR is the Santini chamois designed to cope with the unique demands of triathlons, wear wet clothing is worn for cycling. Made 
of a thin layer of silicone gel with strong anti-shock properties, it weighs less than 42g and doesn’t absorb water - so it doesn’t 
grow in dimension or weight during the swim. Placed in contact with the skin is an antibacterial and anti-irritation microfi bre 
layer that ensures maximum comfort on the saddle.

GTR TRIATHLON

3mm (coat/copertura)

85 kg/m3

GEL

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

CUSTOMIZABLE

+18/+35

Each and every Santini padding is designed and engineered in Italy and are the result of 
extensive studies and testing carried out with our pro athletes. Our range includes men, 
women, kids and triathlon specifi c paddings, all designed to guarantee unrivaled fi t and 
maximum protection over medium and long distances.
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HERE ARE THE NUMBERS:

1000 km touring around the spectacular Gran Canaria. 70 
hours of photo shoots resulting in 22,000 pictures. 240
coffees fuelled the rides. Plus 180 glasses of fruit juice. 5kg

of mandarin oranges. 2kg of nuts devoured in the tropical 
paradise. 30 dives into the sparkling coastal waters. And 6
punctures for pause and refl ection.
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